Press release

WOHNOFFICET7 – LIVING & WORKING IN
HARMONY WITH NATURE

sol writing desk and lui plus office chair

When carefully considered design and innovative technology meet cosiness and pure solid wood, the result is a modern living space: the wohnoffice T7. This concept by TEAM 7 is redefining the connection between living, nature and
working, going beyond the simple design of a home office area. wohnoffice T7 puts people and their health in the
spotlight. The technical and ergonomic requirements are determined by the duration and type of work. The enormous
range of products offered by TEAM 7 creates unique possibilities for holistic designs. Home working is increasingly
taking over private spaces, calling for intelligent design solutions. TEAM 7 is rising to this challenge, with adept interior concepts for professional home working. Concepts that captivate with their cosy feel, sophisticated functions and
superior craftsmanship, and adapt flexibly to individual needs.
Working. In comfortable surroundings.
TEAM 7 is taking the latest trend of “new work” to new living dimensions. The flowing transitions of wohnoffice T7
offer scope for creativity and expand the horizons of design. TEAM 7 is doing away with traditional room architectures
and creating private spheres where people can evolve even more individually in future. Using the power and beauty
of nature as a source of inspiration and working with focus, while feeling at home – solid wood furniture by TEAM 7
creates unique working environments in your own four walls. The natural allure and warm feel of the oiled wooden
surfaces create an atmosphere that has a noticeable impact on wellbeing, and thus productivity, turning the home
office into a “human office” where concentration, communication and relaxation are part of everyday creativity. Each
individual can choose for themselves where and how they work – whether they are sending the odd email, doing a bit
of internet banking or need a fully equipped workspace. Appealing aesthetics and professional surroundings always
go hand in hand.
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Versatile. Aesthetic workstations with powerful features.
The sweet smell of wood and the finest hand-crafted details, combined with clever features and smart technology, appeal to the senses and offer impressive, sustainable quality. In the home office as well. The pieces of furniture adapt to
all the requirements of a modern workplace, depending on the duration and type of work. From the comfortable, easy
to use office swivel chair to the electric height-adjustable desk, TEAM 7 transforms furniture into truly multifunctional
pieces that incorporate versatility and design flexibility to fit the space and requirements. Combined with intelligent
extras such as a desk top unit, cable channel with power supply and LED light strip, the result is a fully-fledged home
office that meets all the demands of the digitalised world. In addition, there is matching storage furniture such as
customisable sideboards or versatile mobile pedestals that complete the wohnoffice T7 and delight with numerous
planning options and easy handling.
To the millimetre. Living and working in nature.
With its wohnoffice T7, TEAM 7 has created everything that’s needed to set up functional and yet attractively designed
home office areas. From their size and materials to their inner workings, the pieces of furniture and system solutions
are custom-made to individual wishes. All of the concepts are designed in great detail, sustainably manufactured and
lovingly crafted from the finest natural materials. The different types of fine wood, finished exclusively with natural
oil, promote a pleasant atmosphere and create a positive environment for people, helping them to keep a clear head.
wohnoffice T7 encourages efficient working not only through the sophisticated design of the furniture, but also through
the beneficial effects of solid wood.
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